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highlights include the addition of: xspl - a pitch and time stretch equaliser xharmonic - an octave down mixer and harmoniser xspl
and xharmonic eqs for each audio channel 2-band parametric eq span - a 3-band eq to balance vocals, drums and bass a 13-band
graphic equaliser xadpcm compressor ezdrummer 2 can be used as a separate application for accessing the instrument library.
the application will run in the system tray so that you can open files without having the entire application open at once. following
on from the october launch of zebraaudio.com which focused on the launch of the new series of ezdrummer, zebraaudio.com are
once again adding a new drum sampler in a different price bracket to the range. it has just gone on sale today at £34.99 a
bargain price, bundled with the nr. 5 version of its new ezdrummer 2 virtual drum sampler and the zebraaudio.com drum
software. the new ezdrummer 2 version should add an extra layer of sonic depth that will give ezdrummer 2 a’place’ at the top of
the range of drum tools on the market. it’s even has 21 custom drum sounds recorded by some of the world’s best drummers
from jason corsaro, steely dan drummer jeff porcaro, chick corea, ed lucas, joe folman, trevor dunn, alex alessandroni, john
robinson and several more. you can also purchase the same drum-only version of the mixer but with the full version of
ezdrummer included for a £10 discount. the ezdrummer ii library has been designed to provide the most authentic drum sounds
available on the market at the time it was launched. clearly, the design team have set a high goal, but we are very confident of
their ability to deliver. the end result is a virtual drums library, which, by any standards, is unmatched in its accuracy and
playability. over 11 individual drums sound, drum samples and drum patches are comprised of between 2-5 individual samples or
drum sounds to produce an exceptionally complex and authentic drum sound which is ideal for styles ranging from straight ahead
rock to more experimental styles.
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